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almost imagine that you were hearing the words. But they had the Gaelic touch,
you see, that was it.  Well, it wouldn't bother me at all to write down the name of at
least 15 0 tunes that I was familiar with, that he played. And that was only a few of
his tunes.  (Did he teach pipes? Was that a way of making a living, for him?) No, no.
But some people came to him and learned a lit? tle off him, you know, and picked
tunes off him, and one thing and another. And those that did learn off him--learned
a good bit of music off him--we could tell them again, they had that touch--they had
something different about them. There's not too many left now, that I know of.... 
Oh, I used to spend hours with him. We'd be talking back and forth, talking about
pipers and about tunes and one thing or another. He wouldn't play the pipes for me
unless he was in good trim. He wouldn't bother taking the pipes out of the box to
play for me, if he wasn't in the rare mood for playing. No, no. Because I wouldn't tell
him to play, never ask him to play a tune for me. He knew well enough that I didn't
care for the tunes, for the music, mless he was in the mood to play, him? self, the
way he wanted to play....  (Would you say there was a time when the pipes in your
area were as popular as the dolin?) No, no. There was only a few that could play
them. There weren't enough pip? ers. I remember there was a piper up in
Johnstown. I didn't hear him play the pipes. I heard him play the violin. I un?
derstand he was a pretty good piper, too. rhere was a piper at Irish Cove, he played
the violin and played the pipes. He read nusic, for the violin and for the pipes. rhere
were no more pipers in my time, un- :il you'd get down to Ben Eoin where that
laclsaac was. Then there was another Macl? saac, he was out in the Rear of Big
Pond-- le was good, he was very, very good to )lay the pipes. He was a lot with Neil
R.  • -of course, they'd be back and forth.  iut then when it came, down to East Bay,
.n that area--those 3 pipers that I men- ioned--MacGillivray and Morrison and
[acKinnon. But long before then--the place ras full of pipers down in that area. I ras
told that there were 12 pipers out here at one time. Rear of East Bay--  between
there, and down towards Mira-- there were 12 pipers in the area at one time.  Of
course, they were moving out here from those places--they moved out to the indus?
trial centres, the mining district and all. Pipers left there, and there was no? body
left. The youngsters, if there were any in the family, they didn't stay there. And
when pipers went away, they went to work in the mines--piping went out a lot. They
didn't hold onto the piping so much.  The Maclntyres from out the French Road area,
and the Mira district--they held on? to the piping pretty well for a long time. They
went down to Glace Bay, they were still going strong with their music...  It's dying
out. And then it came down that there was only the people went in for the band
music. They only learned tunes they'd play in the band. What Maclsaac used to say,
"band pieces." They went in mostly for that. Today, I'm sure you wouldn't get a
piper today that would play for what they call the square dancing, today. They play
for the Highland dancing, the "Sail? or's Hornpipe," and they play for sword dances
and Highland fling, that's about the limit....  (Joe, in the stories that you were learn?
ing over the years, did the pipers, or the bagpipes themselves--did they play any
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role in the stories that you were hear? ing?) Well, not in so many, no....  We had
stories about tunes. There were certain tunes--a heck of a lot of tunes that those
people played--we knew the lines, we knew the words off of those tunes. They're a
verse composed, like a song--all of those tunes, most all of those tunes, were songs.
In a sense. They had words.  For instance, the tune "Cutting Ferns"--  Home of Solid
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